
Audubon Lake Access Trail 
What Lives In A Stream? 

 
Just beneath the water's surface there is a multitude of life. When people think of the critters that live in 
the water, they most often think of fish, but that's not even half the story. Crawfish and insects are often 
concealed in the rocks and mud, while salamanders and frogs venture about near streams in search of 
food and shelter.  
 
Linganore is home to a variety of turtles, salamanders, frogs, insects, water bugs...You get the idea! On 
this Quest, you will look for some of the critters you can find in and around Linganore’s lakes and 
streams. Follow the trail in order to answer the clues to solve the mystery message.  
 
TRAIL NOTES: There is a gravel parking area on Eaglehead Drive for 3-4 cars. The trail is approximately 
.35 miles and is rated MODERATE due to loose gravel and some inclines. Sturdy walking shoes or 
sneakers are recommended for this trail. The trail is mostly shady, so bug spray is a must!  
 
SUPPLIES TO BRING:  

• Lake Linganore trail map  

• Water and a snack  

• Sunscreen  

• Bug Spray  

• Quest instructions  

• LakeQuest Logbook  

• Pencil  

• Lake Linganore ID  

• Wear sturdy walking shoes  

• Camera  
 
PART I: 
 
QUEST START: Begin at the trail marker on Eaglehead Drive. Enter the trail head and continue down the 
trail across the wooden foot bridge heading towards the lake. 
 

1. To answer your first two clues, stop at the three fallen logs on the left side of the 
trail. Follow the footpath to the stream’s edge. There are many fallen logs and rocks 
along this section of the stream. Frogs and salamanders like to hide in the cool, 
sheltered areas under rocks, fallen logs, and other damp, shady places. Carefully, 
look around and see if you can find one of these long, slender creatures that also 
looks like a __ __ Z __ __ __.  

 

2. Continue exploring this part of the stream. Frogs like to live in the shelter of rocks, 
fallen logs, and shady places, too. Adult frogs live on land and in the water, but 



baby frogs only live in the water. Look into the stream and see if you can spot any baby frogs, 
also known as   __ __ D __ __ __ __ __.  

 
3. To answer your next clue, look for an area along the edge of the stream that has foliage 

growing out of it. The next critter you are trying to find is a crawfish. A crawfish looks a 
lot like a tiny __ __ B __ __ __ __ and is brownish in color. Crawfish eat decomposing 
grasses and algae and like  to live under logs, weeds, or rocks that present a good hiding 
place, so look for places that they can both eat and hide easily.  

 
Crawfish are vital to a stream's ecosystem. They play an important role in processing 
leaves, stems, and other plant material that enters the stream. 
 __ R __ __ __ __ __ __ also provide a valuable source of food to fishes, birds, raccoons, 
and other animals.  
 

4. Leaving this location, head back onto the trail and continue in the direction of the 
lake. Continue down the trail until you reach the canoe racks. Stop at this section 
of the stream and notice any insects that are attracted to the water.  

 
Can you find a water strider? A Water Strider is water bug that looks a lot like a 
big mosquito walking on the surface of the __ A __ __ __.  
 
Did you spy a dragonfly? Dragonflies look ferocious, but they do not sting or bite as 
many small flies do. Dragonflies are helpful  I __ __ __ __ __ __ that eat mosquitoes 
and other small flies.  
 
This section of the trail is a fun place to explore the rocks and shallow water to 
discover some of the other creatures that live in our streams and lakes. For the 
adventurous, there is a small tree that arches over the stream. It is a fun place to 
stand and watch the stream flow under your feet.  
 
Congratulations! You’ve reached the end of your quest! If you want to continue on another 
quest or simply continue your hike, this part of the trail joins the Lake Trail, which is an easy, flat 
trail that takes you along the lake’s edge. Turn right to head towards the dam. Turn left to head 
towards Coldstream Beach.  

 

PART II: 

What is a quick way to tell if our lakes and streams are healthy? Take a look at the types of plants and 
animals that live in and around the lake. Are there a lot of different insects? Are there a variety of 
animals? Are there a lot of frogs and turtles in the area? If so, this tells you and scientists that the 
environment is healthy and complete. If for some reason a specific animal is suddenly missing from an 
area or their population is shrinking, then this is telling you that the environment is changing.  
 
So, what do the critters that live in and near Linganore’s streams and lakes need?  
Unscramble the letters from your clues to find out the Mystery Message for your logbook!  
 

Our critters need __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ to thrive and have a healthy habitat! 


